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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Technical Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a phased array transmission device and a carrier leak correction method in
radio signal transmission using a phased array antenna.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] Phased array antenna technology is widely used in radio communication devices and radar devices. With this
technology, it becomes possible to form a directional beam and to electronically scan a beam. For example, when applied
to a radio communication device, antenna gain can be improved and the communication area can be expanded by
forming a beam, or the coverage area can be dynamically controlled according to the number of accommodated users.
Furthermore, when applied to a radar device, reflection (clutter reflection) from non-detection objects can be suppressed
and object detection accuracy can be improved by radiating a detection object with a highly directional beam formed by
a phased array antenna.
[0003] With phased array antenna technology, a desired directional gain can be obtained for an antenna by appropri-
ately controlling the phases and amplitudes of a plurality of parallel transmission systems (hereinafter referred to as
"transmission branches") that respectively supply power to a plurality of antenna elements arranged in an array form.
[0004] The configuration given in Japanese Patent No. 5252094, for example, is known as an example of a conventional
phased array transmission device in which phased array technology is used. Fig. 1 is a block diagram depicting the
configuration of the phased array transmission device disclosed in Japanese Patent No. 5252094. The phased array
transmission device (transmitter 64) depicted in Fig. 1 is provided with a local signal amplifier 65, a plurality of baseband
signal phase shifters 66-1 to 66-h, a plurality of quadrature modulators (mixers) 67-1 to 67-h, a plurality of transmission
amplifiers 68-1 to 68-h, and a plurality of transmission antennas 69-1 to 69-h. The plurality of baseband signal phase
shifters 66-1 to 66-h control beam directionality by applying an appropriate phase rotation to each input baseband signal.
[0005] Furthermore, a carrier signal leak (carrier leak) is a factor for deterioration of the quality of transmitted radio
signals. A carrier leak is an unnecessary component in reception processing, and therefore detection accuracy for
reception signals deteriorates.
[0006] The configuration given in Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication No. 8-213846 is known as an
example of a conventional device that performs a carrier leak correction. In the device disclosed in Japanese Unexamined
Patent Application Publication No. 8-213846, a test signal having a fixed envelope is input to a mixer, and envelope
detection is performed with respect to an output signal from the mixer to obtain an envelope signal. The amplitude of
the envelope signal fluctuates when a carrier leak (= DC offset) has occurred, and the fluctuation in the amplitude of the
envelope signal is no longer present when there is no carrier leak. Thus, a carrier leak correction is performed in such
a way that the amplitude fluctuation of the envelope signal decreases.
[0007] Patent Application US 2015/0295664 A1 relates to a calibration device and a calibration method for correcting
carrier leakage that occurs in a modulated transmission wave in a quadrature modulator. The calibration device includes
a continuous wave signal generator generating a continuous wave signal with a predetermined amplitude. The quadrature
modulator amplifies the continuous wave signal using a variable gain and performs quadrature modulation of the amplified
continuous wave signal to generate a radio frequency signal. An envelope detector detects an envelope of the radio
frequency signal and a gain adjuster adjusts the variable gain, based on power of the detected envelope. A correction
value searcher searches for a correction value, providing a minimum value of a fluctuation amount of an amplitude of
the envelope. A corrector adds the correction value to the continuous wave signal and outputs the continuous wave
signal after the addition to the quadrature modulator.

SUMMARY

[0008] A nonrestrictive embodiment of the present disclosure facilitates providing a phased array transmission device
and a carrier leak correction method with which it is possible to perform a carrier leak correction taking into consideration
carrier leaks that fluctuate due to beam directionality switching.
[0009] In one general aspect, the techniques disclosed here feature a phased array transmission device provided
with: a plurality of transmission branches, each being provided with a phase shift unit that applies a phase rotation to a
baseband signal, a first DC offset correction unit that adds a first correction value to an output signal of the phase shift
unit, and a mixer that subjects an output signal of the first DC offset correction unit to a frequency conversion to a high
frequency band; and a correction control unit that calculates a second correction value with which a carrier leak component
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included in an output signal of the mixer is minimized, for each of a plurality of candidates for a phase rotation amount
that is set for the phase rotation, and determines the first correction value on the basis of the second correction value.
[0010] It should be noted that general or specific aspects hereof may be realized by a system, a device, a method,
an integrated circuit, a computer program, or a recording medium, and may be realized by an arbitrary combination of
a system, a device, a method, an integrated circuit, a computer program, and a recording medium.
[0011] According to an aspect of the present disclosure, it is possible to perform a carrier leak correction taking into
consideration carrier leaks that fluctuate due to beam directionality switching.
[0012] Additional benefits and advantages in the aspect of the present disclosure will become apparent from the
specification and drawings. The benefits and/or advantages may each be provided by several of the embodiments and
the features disclosed in the specification and drawings, and need not all be provided in order to obtain one or more of
the same features.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013]

Fig. 1 depicts a configuration of a conventional phased array transmission device;
Fig. 2 depicts a configuration of a phased array transmission device according to embodiment 1 of the present
disclosure;
Fig. 3 depicts an example of an output waveform of an envelope detection unit;
Fig. 4 depicts a DC offset output by a phase shift unit;
Fig. 5 depicts a DC offset output by a mixer;
Fig. 6 depicts a DC offset in the case where a conventional carrier leak correction method is applied;
Fig. 7 depicts a carrier leak correction procedure according to embodiment 1 of the present disclosure;
Fig. 8 depicts a configuration of a phased array transmission device according to embodiment 3 of the present
disclosure;
Fig. 9 depicts a carrier leak correction procedure according to embodiment 3 of the present disclosure;
Fig. 10 depicts a configuration of a phased array transmission device according to embodiment 4 of the present
disclosure; and
Fig. 11 depicts a carrier leak correction procedure according to embodiment 4 of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] The cause of a carrier leak occurring is generally a mixer imbalance, and therefore a DC offset correction unit
is often provided at the stage prior to a mixer.
[0015] In contrast, the present inventors discovered the phenomenon that a DC offset occurs not only in a mixer but
also in the path between a digital-analog converter (DAC) and a phase shift unit, and that a carrier leak fluctuates due
to this DC offset when beam directionality is switched.
[0016] In other words, in a device such as that in Fig. 1, there are cases where a DC offset (that is, a carrier leak)
occurs also in the path at the stage prior to a phase shift unit, and it is understood that this carrier leak fluctuates due
to beam directionality switching performed by the phase shift unit. Therefore, in addition to a carrier leak occurring due
to a mixer, it is necessary to take into consideration carrier leaks that fluctuate due to beam directionality switching.
[0017] Here, the mechanism with which a carrier leak fluctuates when beam directionality is switched will be described.
[0018] Fig. 2 depicts a configuration example of a phased array transmission device in an aspect of the present
disclosure. A phased array transmission device 100 depicted in Fig. 2 is provided with a DAC 10, a plurality of transmission
branches 11-1 to 11-m, an amplitude measurement unit 19, and a correction control unit 20. The transmission branches
11-1 to 11-m are provided with phase shift units 12-1 to 12-m, DC offset correction units 13-1 to 13-m, mixers 14-1 to
14-m, power amplifiers 15-1 to 15-m, directional couplers 16-1 to 16-m, antennas 17-1 to 17-m, and envelope detection
units 18-1 to 18-m.
[0019] It should be noted that the internal configurations and operations of the transmission branches 11-1 to 11-m
are the same, and therefore, in the following explanation, the operation of the transmission branch 11-1 will be described.
[0020] The DAC 10 converts a baseband signal that is a digital signal into an analog signal, and outputs an analog
baseband signal. The baseband signal is a complex signal expressed as an I-axis signal (real component) and a Q-axis
signal (imaginary component).
[0021] When a carrier leak correction is performed, a test signal s0 having a fixed envelope expressed by equation
(1) is input to the DAC 10 as the baseband signal. 
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[0022] Here, A expresses amplitude and ωs expresses angular frequency.
[0023] The analog baseband signal that is output from the DAC 10 is branched and input to the phase shift unit 12-1.
At such time, a DC offset occurs in the path between the DAC 10 and the phase shift unit 12-1. Possible causes for the
DC offset in the path between the DAC 10 and the phase shift unit 12-1 include variation in wiring length or wiring width,
and variation in the performance of a buffer, an amplifier, or the like (not depicted).
[0024] When the DC offset that occurs in the path between the DAC 10 and the phase shift unit 12-1 is expressed as
d1 (d1 is a complex number), a signal s1 that is input to the phase shift unit 12-1 is expressed as in equation (2). 

[0025] In order to obtain a desired beam directionality, the phase shift unit 12-1 applies an appropriate phase rotation
to the input signal s1. A signal s2 that is output from the phase shift unit 12-1 is expressed as in equation (3). 

[0026] Here, θ expresses a phase rotation amount applied by the phase shift unit 12-1, and is input from the correction
control unit 20.
[0027] The DC offset correction unit 13-1 performs a DC offset correction with a correction value being added to the
input signal s2 (output signal of the phase shift unit 12-1). A correction value is independently set for the I-axis signal
and the Q-axis signal. A signal s3 that is output from the DC offset correction unit 13-1 is expressed as in equation (4). 

[0028] Here, d2 (d2 is a complex number) expresses a correction value for a DC offset applied by the DC offset
correction unit 13-1, and is input from the correction control unit 20.
[0029] The mixer 14-1 performs quadrature modulation with respect to the output signal from the DC offset correction
unit 13-1, and up-converts (frequency conversion) to a high frequency band. When a DC offset that occurs at the mixer
14-1 is expressed as d3 (d3 is a complex number), a quadrature-modulated signal s4 that is output from the mixer 14-1
is expressed as in equation (5). 

[0030] Here, ωc expresses a carrier frequency. The first term in equation (5) expresses the original test signal com-
ponent, and the second term expresses a DC offset (= carrier leak) component. dall of the second term in equation (5)
is expressed as in equation (6). 

[0031] The power amplifier 15-1 amplifies the high-frequency signal that has been up-converted by the mixer 14-1, to
a predetermined power. The amplified high-frequency signal is transmitted as a radio signal from the transmission
antenna 17-1.
[0032] The directional coupler 16-1 retrieves a portion of the high-frequency signal amplified by the power amplifier
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15-1, and outputs this to the envelope detection unit 18-1.
[0033] The envelope detection unit 18-1 performs envelope detection with respect to the signal retrieved by the direc-
tional coupler 16-1.
[0034] Fig. 3 is a drawing depicting an example of an output waveform of the envelope detection unit 18-1.
[0035] In the case where a sinusoidal wave (where ωs is angular frequency) of a fixed amplitude is input to the DAC
10 as a baseband signal, in an ideal state in which a carrier leak component is not included, the output waveform of the
envelope detection unit 18-1 is fixed (dashed line in Fig. 3). On the other hand, in a state in which a carrier leak component
is included, the output waveform of the envelope detection unit 18-1 becomes a signal that fluctuates at the angular
frequency ωs, that is, a period = 2π / ωs (solid line in Fig. 3).
[0036] The amplitude measurement unit 19 extracts the angular frequency ωs components from the output signals of
the envelope detection units 18-1 to 18-m, and detects carrier leak components. For example, the amplitude measurement
unit 19 may detect carrier leak components by detecting the largest values and smallest values of the output signals of
the envelope detection units 18-1 to 18-m. Alternatively, the amplitude measurement unit 19 may extract a ωs component
corresponding to a carrier leak component using a fast Fourier transform (FFT), a filter, or the like.
[0037] The correction control unit 20 sets the phase rotation amount θ for the phase shift units 12-1 to 12-m. Furthermore,
the correction control unit 20 adjusts the correction value d2 that is set to the DC offset correction units 13-1 to 13-m,
on the basis of the carrier leak component detected by the amplitude measurement unit 19.
[0038] From equation (6), it is clear that the DC offset component dall included in the output of the mixer 14-1 changes
depending on the phase rotation amount θ of the phase shift unit 12-1. Hereinafter, the phenomenon expressed in
equation (6) will be described in detail using Figs. 4 and 5.
[0039] Fig. 4 is a drawing depicting a DC offset included in the signal s2 that is output from the phase shift unit 12-1.
The DC offset that is input to the phase shift unit 12-1 is expressed by d1. As depicted in Fig. 4, the DC offset d1 is also
subjected to a phase rotation according to the phase rotation amount θ applied by the phase shift unit 12-1, and moves
along the circumference C. For example, a d1 state is entered in the case where a phase rotation is not implemented
(θ = 0), and a d1ej0 state is entered in the case where the phase rotation θ is implemented.
[0040] Fig. 5 is a drawing depicting a DC offset included in the signal s4 output from the mixer 14-1. It should be noted
that, in Fig. 5, the correction value for the DC offset applied by the DC offset correction unit 13-1 is d2 = 0 (that is, a state
in which a DC offset correction is not performed). As depicted in Fig. 5, the DC offset included in the signal s4 is in a
state in which the DC offset d1 that is input to the phase shift unit 12-1 and a DC offset d3 that occurs at the mixer 14-1
are combined.
[0041] The distance between the origin O and the point on the circumference C depicted in Fig. 5 expresses the
magnitude of the DC offset included in the signal s4 that is output from the mixer 14-1. Here, the center of the circumference
C depicted in Fig. 5 shifts from the origin O by the DC offset d3. Thus, as depicted in Fig. 5, when the phase rotation
amount θ changes, the magnitude (distance from the origin O) of the DC offset that moves along the circumference C
also changes. For example, the DC offset is expressed as d1 + d3 in the case where a phase rotation is not implemented
(θ = 0), and the DC offset is expressed as a d1ej0 + d3 in the case where the phase rotation θ is implemented.
[0042] In this way, since the magnitude of the DC offset (that is, the carrier leak component) fluctuates depending on
the phase rotation amount θ applied to the baseband signal by the phase shift unit 12-1, in a conventional carrier leak
correction method in which the phase rotation amount θ is not taken into consideration, the reception performance of
the receiving device deteriorates due to fluctuation in the carrier leak component.
[0043] Fig. 6 is a drawing depicting an example of a DC offset in the case where a carrier leak correction has been
performed in a state in which θ = 0 in the conventional carrier leak correction method.
[0044] When a carrier leak correction (for example, the correction value d2 = -(d1 + d3)) is performed in a state in which
θ = 0 (that is, the DC offset expressed as d1 + d3 in Fig. 5), d1 moves to the origin O. Thus, in a state in which θ = 0, the
carrier leak component becomes zero.
[0045] However, as depicted in Fig. 6, with a phase rotation amount other than θ = 0, a carrier leak component (d1ej0

- d1) is generated. In other words, in the conventional carrier leak correction method, the carrier leak component can be
removed when the phase rotation amount θ of the phase shift unit 12-1 meets a specific condition (θ = 0 in Fig. 6);
however, the carrier leak component is not able to be removed when the phase rotation amount θ of the phase shift unit
12-1 changes due to beam directionality switching. That is, due to fluctuation in the carrier leak component corresponding
to the phase rotation amount θ, there is fluctuation in the magnitude (amplitude of the sinusoidal wave) of the output
waveform of the envelope detection unit 18-1 in the case depicted in Fig. 3 where a carrier leak is present (solid line),
for example.
[0046] As mentioned above, in the conventional carrier leak correction method, there is a problem in that, in the case
where beam directionality is switched, the carrier leak component included in the transmitted signal fluctuates due to
the DC offset d1 (that is, a DC offset that has been subjected to a phase rotation) that occurs at the stage prior to the
phase shift unit 12-1. Thus, in the conventional carrier leak correction method, a carrier leak is not able to be sufficiently
removed, and detection accuracy for reception signals in the receiving device deteriorates.
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[0047] Furthermore, even if a carrier leak correction is performed with the phase rotation amount θ being changed to
another value that is different from θ = 0, the problem that the carrier leak amount fluctuates according to change in the
phase rotation amount θ remains unsolved.
[0048] Thus, in a nonrestrictive embodiment of the present disclosure, fluctuation in the carrier leak component can
be suppressed, or the carrier leak component can be suppressed, even when beam directionality is switched.
[0049] Hereinafter, an embodiment of a phased array transmission device according to the present disclosure will be
described. It should be noted that, in the embodiments hereinafter, the same configurations are denoted by the same
reference numbers, and explanations that overlap have been omitted. Hereinafter, a radio transmission device using
phased array antenna technology (a radio transmission device provided with a phased array antenna) is described as
a phased array transmission device.

(Embodiment 1)

[0050] The configuration of a phased array transmission device according to the present embodiment has the same
basic configuration as the phased array transmission device 100 depicted in Fig. 2, and will therefore be described with
reference to Fig. 2.
[0051] In the present embodiment, for each of a plurality of candidates for the phase rotation amount θ to be set for
the phase rotation in the phase shift unit 12-1 (hereinafter, expressed as a phase setting θn (n = 0, 1, ..., N - 1; N being
an integer that is equal to or greater than 2)), the correction control unit 20 of the phased array transmission device 100
calculates a correction value (d2n, described later on) with which the carrier leak component included in the output signal
s4 of the mixer 14-1 is minimized, and determines the correction value d2 to be provided to the DC offset correction unit
13-1, on the basis of the calculated correction value d2n.
[0052] It should be noted that, hereinafter, the internal configurations and operations of the transmission branches
11-11 to 1-m are the same, and therefore the operation of the transmission branch 11-1 will be described.
[0053] Hereinafter, an explanation will be given regarding the principle based upon which the correction value to be
provided to the DC offset correction unit 13-1 is determined in the present embodiment.
[0054] Here, the case where N = 2 will be described as an example. Two phase settings are taken as θ0 and θ1, with
θ0 and θ1 being mutually different values.
[0055] The DC offset included in the signal s4 that is output from the mixer 14-1 when the phase setting of the phase
shift unit 12-1 is θ0 is, from equation (6), expressed as in equation (7). 

[0056] The correction control unit 20 adjusts the correction value d2 that is input to the DC offset correction unit 13-1,
in such a way that the carrier leak component is minimized in this state (that is, so that dall = 0). A correction value d20
that is obtained after the adjustment for the phase setting θ0 is expressed as in equation (8) by assigning dall = 0 in
equation (7). 

[0057] Similarly, the DC offset included in the signal s4 that is output from the mixer 14-1 when the phase setting of
the phase shift unit 12-1 is θ1 is, from equation (6), expressed as in equation (9). 

[0058] The correction control unit 20 adjusts the correction value d2 that is input to the DC offset correction unit 13-1,
in such a way that the carrier leak component is minimized in this state (that is, so that dall = 0). A correction value d21
that is obtained after the adjustment for the phase setting θ1 is expressed as in equation (10) by assigning dall = 0 in
equation (9). 
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[0059] The correction control unit 20 calculates equation (11) in such a way that the DC offset d1is negated, on the
basis of the correction value d20 and the correction value d21 indicated in equations (8) and (10). 

[0060] Thus, the DC offset d3 that occurs at the mixer 14-1 is obtained as in equation (12).

[0061] Here, the correction control unit 20 determines the correction value d2 to be provided to the DC offset correction
unit 13-1 as being d2 = -d3 so that the DC offset d3 expressed by equation (12) is removed. The DC offset correction
unit 13-1 performs a DC offset correction using the correction value d2. Thus, the DC offset (= carrier leak) indicated in
equation (6) is expressed as in equation (13). 

[0062] The correction processing performed by this DC offset correction unit 13-1 corresponds to implementing the
state depicted in Fig. 4 (a state in which the DC offset d3 is removed and only the DC offset di is included) from the state
depicted in Fig. 5 (a state in which the DC offsets d1 and d3 are included). By doing this, after the DC offset correction,
the DC offset component dall included in the signal s4 that is output from the mixer 14-1 has the DC offset d3 caused by
the mixer 14-1 removed therefrom, and becomes a sinusoidal wave having the amplitude |d1|.
[0063] Thus, even if beam directionality (phase rotation amount θ) is switched by the phase shift unit 12-1, the amplitude
of the DC offset component dall is fixed at |d1|, and therefore the carrier leak amount does not change and becomes
fixed. For example, the magnitude (amplitude of the sinusoidal wave) of the output waveform of the envelope detection
unit 18-1 in the case where a carrier leak is present (solid line) depicted in Fig. 3 is fixed even if the phase rotation
amount θ changes. By doing this, in the phased array transmission device 100, there is no fluctuation in the carrier leak
component even if beam directionality is switched, and it is therefore possible to reduce the effect of fluctuation in the
carrier leak component on detection accuracy for reception signals.
[0064] The case where N = 2 has been described as an example; however, it should be noted that the present
embodiment can be applied also in the case where N is equal to or greater than 3.
[0065] Specifically, the correction control unit 20 adjusts the correction value d2 that is input to the DC offset correction
unit 13-1, in such a way that the carrier leak component is minimized, for each of the plurality of phase settings θn (n =
0, 1, ..., N - 1). The correction value d2n (correction candidate value) obtained after the adjustment for the phase setting
θn is expressed as in equation (14). 

[0066] Thus, N number of instances of equation (14) are obtained for the two unknowns d1 and d3, and therefore, if
N is equal to or greater than 2, it is possible solve simultaneous equations for the two unknowns d1 and d3. Consequently,
in the case where N is equal to or greater than 3, the correction control unit 20 can obtain the value of the DC offset d3
by solving any two equations selected from the N number of instances of equation (14).
[0067] For example, in the case where N = 3, three instances of equation (14) are obtained relating to the correction
values d20, d21, and d22 from after adjustments corresponding to each of the phase settings θ0, θ1, and θ2. Thus, the
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correction control unit 20 solves the three combinations of d20 and d21, d21 and d22, and d22 and d20, and the values of
three instances of d3 are obtained. The correction control unit 20 may determine the correction value d2 (= -d3) to be
provided to the DC offset correction unit 13-1, using any one value from among the three d3 values.
[0068] Alternatively, the correction control unit 20 may determine the correction value d2 (= -d3) to be provided to the
DC offset correction unit 13-1 by obtaining the average value of the plurality of instances of d3. The plurality of d3 values
obtained ideally coincide; however, realistically, it is expected that the obtained d3 values will also vary due to noise or
variation in circuit characteristics. Thus, the correction control unit 20 can reduce the effect of variation by averaging the
plurality of d3 values.
[0069] Hereinabove, the principle based upon which the correction value d2 is determined in the present embodiment
has been described.
[0070] Next, the carrier leak correction method of the phased array transmission device 100 in the present embodiment
will be described. Fig. 7 is a flowchart depicting the carrier leak correction method of the phased array transmission
device 100 in the present embodiment.
[0071] First, a test signal is input to the DAC 10 (step S100).
[0072] Next, the correction control unit 20 sets n = 0 (initial value) for the phase setting θn (step S101).
[0073] Next, the correction control unit 20 sets the phase rotation amount for the phase shift unit 12-1 to θn (step S102).
[0074] Next, the correction control unit 20 adjusts the correction value d2 that is input to the DC offset correction unit
13-1, in such a way that the carrier leak component is minimized, and takes the correction value that is obtained after
the adjustment for the phase setting θn as d2n (step S103).
[0075] Next, the correction control unit 20 determines whether or not n = N - 1 (step S104). If n = N - 1 is not satisfied
(step S104: no), the correction control unit 20 sets n = n + 1 (step S105), and returns to the processing of step S102.
[0076] However, if n = N - 1 is satisfied (step S104: yes), the correction control unit 20 calculates the DC offset d3 on
the basis of the correction value d2n (n = 0, 1, ..., N - 1), and obtains the correction value d2 (=-d3) to be provided to the
DC offset correction unit 13-1 using the calculated DC offset d3 (step S106).
[0077] Lastly, the correction control unit 20 sets the correction value d2 obtained in step S106 to the DC offset correction
unit 13-1 (step S107).
[0078] As mentioned above, the phased array transmission device 100 according to the present embodiment adjusts
correction values with which the DC offset is minimized with respect to a plurality of phase settings, and determines a
correction value to be provided to the DC offset correction unit 13-1, on the basis of the plurality of correction values
adjusted with respect to the plurality of phase settings.
[0079] Thus, in the present embodiment, even in the case where beam directionality (phase rotation amount θ) is
switched in the phased array transmission device 100, fluctuation in the carrier leak component caused by the DC offset
d1 that occurs at the stage prior to the phase shift unit 12-1 can be suppressed while also removing the DC offset d3
that occurs at the mixer 14-1, and therefore deterioration in detection accuracy for reception signals in a receiving device
can be suppressed.

(Embodiment 2)

[0080] The configuration of a phased array transmission device according to the present embodiment has the same
basic configuration as the phased array transmission device 100 depicted in Fig. 2, and will therefore be described with
reference to Fig. 2.
[0081] Furthermore, the carrier leak correction method of the phased array transmission device 100 in the present
embodiment is the same as the flowchart depicted in Fig. 7, and therefore an explanation thereof has been omitted.
[0082] In the present embodiment, the phased array transmission device 100 (correction control unit 20) adjusts each
correction value d2n with which a DC offset is minimized with respect to a plurality of phase settings θn expressed by
equation (15), and determines the correction value d2 to be provided to the DC offset correction unit 13-1, on the basis
of each adjusted correction value d2n. 

(where n = 0, 1, ..., N - 1; N is an integer that is equal to or greater than 2; and θa is an arbitrary phase)
[0083] That is, in the present embodiment, a value obtained by one period (2π) being divided by N is set for each of
the plurality of phase settings θn.
[0084] The DC offset included in the signal s4 that is output from the mixer 14-1 when the phase setting of the phase
shift unit 12-1 is θn is, from equation (6), expressed as in equation (16). 
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[0085] The correction control unit 20 adjusts the correction value d2 that is input to the DC offset correction unit 13-1,
in such a way that the carrier leak component is minimized in this state (that is, so that dall = 0). The correction value
d2n that is obtained after the adjustment for the phase setting θn is expressed as in equation (17) by assigning dall = 0
in equation (16). 

[0086] The correction control unit 20 then, as in equation (18), obtains the average value of the N number of correction
values d2n obtained after the adjustment.

[0087] The first term of equation (18) becomes zero due to becoming the sum of N number of terms of the geometric
progression with initial term "-(d1/N)ej0a" and common ratio "ej(2π/N)". Consequently, equation (18) is expressed by
equation (19). 

[0088] That is, the correction control unit 20 is able to obtain the DC offset d3 that occurs at the mixer 14-1, on the
basis of the average value for the correction values d2n.
[0089] The correction control unit 20 sets the correction value d2 to be provided to the DC offset correction unit 13-1
as being d2 = -d3 so that the DC offset d3 expressed by equation (19) is removed. The DC offset correction unit 13-1
performs a DC offset correction using the correction value d2.
[0090] Thus, as in embodiment 1, after the DC offset correction, the DC offset component included in the signal s4
that is output from the mixer 14-1 is expressed as in equation (13). That is, the DC offset d3 caused by the mixer 14-1
is removed by the DC offset correction unit 13-1, and therefore the DC offset component dall becomes a sinusoidal wave
having the amplitude |d1|. Thus, as in embodiment 1, the carrier leak amount can be fixed even if beam directionality
(phase rotation amount θ) is switched by the phase shift unit 12-1.
[0091] Thus, even in the case where beam directionality (phase rotation amount θ) is switched in the phased array
transmission device 100, fluctuation in the carrier leak component caused by the DC offset d1 that occurs at the stage
prior to the phase shift unit 12-1 can be suppressed while also removing the DC offset d3 that occurs at the mixer 14-1,
and therefore deterioration in detection accuracy for reception signals in a receiving device can be suppressed.
[0092] In the case where N = 2 (for example, θ0 = 0 and θ1 = π), in particular, equation (19) is expressed as in equation
(20). 

[0093] In this case, the correction value d2 set in the DC offset correction unit 13-1 is expressed as in equation (21). 
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[0094] In other words, in the present embodiment, the correction value d2 set in the DC offset correction unit 13-1 is
obtained from a step in which the correction value d20 is obtained, a step in which the correction value d21 is obtained,
and a step in which the average value for d20 and d21 is obtained. The processing for obtaining the DC offset d3 from
d20 and d21 (the processing of step S106 in Fig. 7), in particular, can be performed by means of average value calculation
processing, and can be easily realized compared to embodiment 1. Thus, according to the present embodiment, in the
phased array transmission device 100, the time (processing amount) required to correct a carrier leak can be reduced
further than in embodiment 1.

(Embodiment 3)

[0095] In embodiments 1 and 2, a DC offset is corrected in such a way that a carrier leak component does not fluctuate
in the case where beam directionality is switched. In contrast, in the present embodiment, an explanation will be given
regarding a method with which, in addition, a DC offset is corrected in such a way that a DC offset that occurs at the
stage prior to the phase shift unit 12-1 is removed.
[0096] Fig. 8 is a block diagram depicting the configuration of a phased array transmission device 200 according to
the present embodiment. It should be noted that, in Fig. 8, configuration parts that are the same as those in Fig. 2 are
denoted by the same reference numbers, and explanations thereof have been omitted. In Fig. 8, the difference from
Fig. 2 is that DC offset correction units 21-1 to 21-m have been respectively added to the stage prior to the phase shift
units 12-1 to 12-m.
[0097] It should be noted that the internal configurations and operations of the transmission branches 11-1 to 11-m
are the same, and therefore, in the following explanation, the operation of the transmission branch 11-1 will be described.
[0098] The DC offset correction unit 21-1 applies a correction value to an analog baseband signal (that is, a baseband
signal from prior to a phase rotation) branched from the DAC 10, and outputs the corrected signal to the phase shift unit
12-1.
[0099] The correction control unit 20, in addition to the operation of embodiment 1, determines the correction values
to be set to the DC offset correction units 21-1 to 21-m. Specifically, the correction control unit 20 determines a correction
value (that is, -d1) in such a way that the DC offset d1 that occurs at the stage prior to the phase shift unit 12-1 is removed,
using the correction value d2n obtained with respect to each of the plurality of phase settings θn.
[0100] Hereinafter, an explanation will be given regarding a method with which the correction value to be provided to
the DC offset correction unit 21-1 is obtained.
[0101] Here, in the case where N = 2, the correction control unit 20 obtains the correction value d2 (= -d3) to be provided
to the DC offset correction unit 13-1, in accordance with equation (12) described in embodiment 1.
[0102] As in embodiment 1, the correction control unit 20 adjusts the correction value d2 that is input to the DC offset
correction unit 13-1, in such a way that the carrier leak component is minimized for each of the two phase settings θ0
and θ1. The correction values d20 and d21 obtained after the adjustment for each of the phase settings θ0 and θ1 are
expressed as in equations (8) and (10).
[0103] Here, the correction control unit 20 calculates equation (22) in such a way that the DC offset d3 is negated, on
the basis of the correction value d20 and the correction value d21 indicated in equations (8) and (10). 

[0104] Thus, the DC offset d1 that occurs at the stage prior to the phase shift unit 12-1 is obtained as in equation (23). 

[0105] Thus, the correction control unit 20 determines the correction value to be provided to the DC offset correction
unit 21-1 as being -d1 so that the DC offset d1 expressed by equation (23) is removed. The DC offset correction unit
21-1 performs a DC offset correction using the correction value -d1.
[0106] Thus, the DC offset d1 is removed prior to a phase rotation at the DC offset correction unit 21-1, and the DC
offset d3 caused by the mixer 14-1 is removed at the DC offset correction unit 13-1, and therefore the DC offset component
dall expressed by equation (6) becomes zero.
[0107] By doing this, in the phased array transmission device 200, a carrier leak component is removed even if beam
directionality is switched, and therefore it is possible to prevent deterioration in detection accuracy for reception signals
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caused by fluctuation in the carrier leak component.
[0108] Next, the carrier leak correction method of the phased array transmission device 200 in the present embodiment
will be described.
[0109] Fig. 9 is a flowchart depicting the carrier leak correction method of the phased array transmission device 200
in the present embodiment. It should be noted that, in Fig. 9, the same operations as in embodiment 1 (Fig. 7) are
denoted by the same reference numbers, and explanations thereof have been omitted.
[0110] The correction control unit 20 obtains the correction value -d1 to be provided to the DC offset correction unit
21-1, on the basis of the correction value d2n (n = 0, 1, ..., N - 1) obtained in step S103 (step S200). The correction
control unit 20 then sets the correction value -d1 obtained in step S200 to the DC offset correction unit 21-1 (step S201).
[0111] It should be noted that, in Fig. 9, the order of step S106 and step S200 may be switched, and the order of step
S107 and step S201 may be switched.
[0112] In this way, in the present embodiment, in the phased array transmission device 200, by adding the DC offset
correction unit 21-1, it becomes possible to correct not only the DC offset that occurs at the mixer 14-1 but also the DC
offset that occurs at the stage prior to the phase shift unit 12-1. Thus, according to the present embodiment, even in the
case where beam directionality (phase rotation amount θ) is switched in the phased array transmission device 200, both
the DC offset d1 that occurs at the stage prior to the phase shift unit 12-1 and the DC offset d3 that occurs at the mixer
14-1 can be removed, and therefore deterioration in detection accuracy for reception signals in a receiving device can
be suppressed.

(Variation 1 of Embodiment 3)

[0113] In the case where θ0 and θ1 are selected in such a way that the phase difference between θ0 and θ1 becomes
π, in particular, in the case where θ0 = 0 and θ1 = π, for example, equation (23) becomes as in equation (24). 

[0114] Thus, the correction control unit 20 can obtain the correction value -d1 to be provided to the DC offset correction
unit 21-1, by means of a calculation that is simpler than equation (23).

(Variation 2 of Embodiment 3)

[0115] A method such as the following is another example for obtaining the DC offset d1.
[0116] As previously mentioned, the correction value d2n obtained for the plurality of phase settings θn is expressed
by equation (14).
[0117] Here, equation (25) is produced when equation (14) is modified. 

[0118] d3 is obtained by means of the method described in embodiments 1 and 2. Thus, with respect to a certain n
(for example, n = 1), the correction control unit 20 can obtain the DC offset d1 that occurs at the stage prior to the phase
shift unit 12-1, by assigning d2n and d3.

(Variation 3 of Embodiment 3)

[0119] A method such as the following is another method for obtaining the DC offset d1. In the case where a plurality
of phase settings θn expressed by equation (15) are used, the correction control unit 20 performs the calculation of
equation (26) with respect to the correction value d2n (n = 0, 1, ..., N -1).
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[0120] The second term of equation (26) becomes zero due to becoming the sum of N number of terms of the geometric
progression with initial term "-(d3/N)e-j0a" and common ratio "e-j(2π/N)". Consequently, equation (26) is expressed by
equation (27). 

[0121] Thus, the correction control unit 20 can obtain the correction value -d1 to be provided to the DC offset correction
unit 21-1. As in variation 3, the correction control unit 20 obtains the DC offset d1 using N number of correction values
d2n, and can thereby increase the accuracy of the correction value -d1 compared to the case where equation (25) is used.
[0122] In the case where N = 2, in particular, equation (27) becomes equation (24), and the correction control unit 20
can obtain the correction value to be provided to the DC offset correction unit 21-1, by means of simple processing.

(Embodiment 4)

[0123] Fig. 10 is a block diagram depicting the configuration of a phased array transmission device 300 according to
the present embodiment. It should be noted that, in Fig. 10, configuration parts that are the same as those in Figs. 2
and 8 are denoted by the same reference numbers, and explanations thereof have been omitted.
[0124] In Fig. 10, the difference from Fig. 8 is that voltage measurement units 31-1 to 31-m for directly detecting the
DC offset of the signals that are input to the phase shift units 12-1 to 12-m have been added.
[0125] Furthermore, the internal configurations and operations of the transmission branches 11-1 to 11-m are the
same, and therefore, in the following explanation, the operation of the transmission branch 11-1 will be described.
[0126] The voltage measurement unit 31-1 measures the output voltage of the DC offset correction unit 21-1, and
thereby detects the DC offset that occurs at the stage prior to the phase shift unit 12-1. That is, the voltage measurement
unit 31 - 1 measures voltage values of each of the I-axis signal and Q-axis signal (in other words, the baseband signal
from prior to a phase rotation) that are input to the phase shift unit 12-1. Furthermore, in the case where the I-axis signal
and Q-axis signal are each configured as differential signals, the voltage measurement unit 31-1 measures the voltages
of both the differential signals.
[0127] The correction control unit 20 controls the correction value to be provided to the DC offset correction unit 21-1,
in such a way that said DC offset is removed, in accordance with the voltage value (DC offset) that is input from the
voltage measurement unit 31-1. The DC offset correction unit 21-1 performs a DC offset correction by applying the
correction value that is input from the correction control unit 20 to the analog baseband signal.
[0128] Furthermore, the correction control unit 20 determines the correction value d2 in such a way that the DC offset
that occurs at the mixer 14-1 is removed, after the DC offset correction unit 21-1 has performed a DC offset correction
using the correction value d1. To paraphrase, the correction control unit 20 determines the correction value d2 for removing
the DC offset that occurs at the mixer 14-1, in a state in which the DC offset that occurs at the stage prior to the phase
shift unit 12-1 has been removed.
[0129] Next, the carrier leak correction method of the phased array transmission device 300 in the present embodiment
will be described.
[0130] Fig. 11 is a flowchart depicting the carrier leak correction method of the phased array transmission device 300
in the present embodiment.
[0131] First, the baseband signal that is input to the DAC 10 is put into a non-signal state (step S300). Thus, a voltage
value that is measured by the voltage measurement unit 31-1 in the non-signal state becomes a value expressing a DC
offset that occurs at the stage prior to the phase shift unit 12-1.
[0132] Next, the correction control unit 20 adjusts the DC offset correction unit 21-1 in such a way that the DC offset
that occurs at the stage prior to the phase shift unit 12-1 is removed, on the basis of the DC offset (voltage value)
measured by the voltage measurement unit 31-1 (step S301). For example, the correction control unit 20 may determine
the correction value -d1 for the DC offset correction unit 21-1, on the basis of the DC offset d1 measured by the voltage
measurement unit 31-1.
[0133] Next, a test signal is input to the DAC 10 (step S302).
[0134] Lastly, the correction control unit 20 adjusts the DC offset correction unit 13-1 in such a way that the carrier
leak component is minimized (step S303).
[0135] Here, due to the processing of step S301, in the phased array transmission device 300, a state is entered in
which the DC offset that occurs at the stage prior to the phase shift unit 12-1 has been removed. Thus, in step S303,
the phased array transmission device 300 can remove the DC offset d3 that occurs at the mixer 14-1, without taking into
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consideration the phase rotation for the DC offset d1 performed by the phase shift unit 12-1 (for example, see Fig. 5).
[0136] In this way, in the present embodiment, in the phased array transmission device 300, by providing the voltage
measurement unit 31-1, it is possible to directly detect the DC offset (voltage value) that occurs at the stage prior to the
phase shift unit 12-1, and adjust the DC offset in such a way that the detected DC offset is removed. Furthermore, the
phased array transmission device 300, by adjusting the DC offset in the DC offset correction unit 13-1 after having
adjusted the DC offset that occurs at the stage prior to the phase shift unit 12-1, can sufficiently suppress carrier leaks
of the entire transmission branch.
[0137] Hereinabove, embodiments of the present disclosure have been described.
[0138] It should be noted that the flowcharts of Figs. 7, 9, and 11 depict methods for correcting DC offsets for the one
transmission branch 11-1, and it is possible for the DC offsets to be corrected with the same method also for the remaining
transmission branches 11-2 to 11-m.
[0139] Furthermore, while a DC offset correction is being performed in any of the transmission branches from among
the transmission branches 11-1 to 11-m, a power source for the other transmission branches for which the DC offset
correction is not being performed may be put into an off state or may be put into an on state. By putting a power source
for the other transmission branches for which the DC offset correction is not being performed into an off state, it is
possible to suppress the power consumption of the phased array transmission device during the correction. On the other
hand, by putting a power source for the other transmission branches for which the DC offset correction is not being
performed into an on state, it is possible to perform the DC offset correction at a temperature that is the same as during
normal operation. In the case where a carrier leak fluctuates in terms of temperature, by performing a correction with
all of the transmission branches being in an on state, it is possible to maintain a state in which carrier leaks are suppressed
even during normal operation.
[0140] Furthermore, while a DC offset correction is being performed for any of the transmission branches from among
the transmission branches 11-1 to 11-m, in the case where a power source for the other transmission branches for which
the DC offset correction is not being performed is put into an on state, the power amplifiers 15-1 to 15-m of the transmission
branches for which the DC offset correction is not being performed may be put into an off state. Alternatively, in the case
where antenna switches (not depicted) are provided between the power amplifiers 15-1 to 15-m and the transmission
antennas 17-1 to 17-m, and a power source for transmission branches for which the DC offset correction is not being
performed from among the transmission branches 11-1 to 11-m is put into an on state, the antenna switches may be
put into an off state. In the case where a sneak path occurs among the transmission antennas 17-1 to 17-m, there is a
possibility of a signal of a transmission branch that is not being corrected entering transmission branches 11 that are
being corrected, interference occurring, and it not being possible for a correction to be performed correctly. In contrast,
by putting the power amplifiers 15-1 to 15-m or antenna switches of the transmission branches 11 that are not being
corrected into an off state, it is possible to suppress interference to the transmission branches 11 that are being corrected.
[0141] Furthermore, the timing at which a carrier leak correction is performed may be when a power source is activated,
or may be during normal operation provided that it is a timing at which there is no effect on the original function of the
phased array transmission device. Furthermore, a carrier leak correction may be performed either when a power source
is activated or during normal operation. For example, in the case where the ambient temperature changes considerably
during operation, the carrier leak amount also changes, and it is assumed that previously obtained correction values
are no longer optimal. In this kind of case, when a temperature sensor has been provided within the phased array
transmission device and the temperature detected by the temperature sensor has changed by a fixed amount or more,
the correction control unit 20 may perform a carrier leak correction once again. Alternatively, the carrier leak amount
may be periodically confirmed by periodically applying a test signal for performing a carrier leak correction to the baseband
signal, and performing a carrier leak correction once again if the carrier leak amount has increased.
[0142] Furthermore, the aforementioned embodiments describe examples of cases where an aspect of the present
disclosure has been configured by means of hardware; however, it is also possible for the present disclosure to be
realized by means of software in cooperation with hardware.
[0143] Furthermore, each functional block used in the explanations of the aforementioned embodiments is typically
realized as an LSI, which is an integrated circuit having an input terminal and an output terminal. The integrated circuits
may control each functional block used in the explanation of the aforementioned embodiments, and may be provided
with an input terminal and an output terminal. These may be implemented separately as single chips or may be imple-
mented as a single chip in such a way as to include some or all of the functional blocks. An LSI has been mentioned
here; however, a functional block may be referred to as an IC, a system LSI, a super LSI, or an ultra LSI depending on
the difference in the degree of integration.
[0144] Furthermore, the circuit integration technique is not limited to an LSI, and a functional block may be realized
using a dedicated circuit or a general-purpose processor. After an LSI has been manufactured, a field-programmable
gate array (FPGA) that can be programmed, or a reconfigurable processor with which the connections and settings of
circuits cells within the LSI can be reconfigured, may be used.
[0145] In addition, if circuit integration technology that replaces LSI appears as a result of another technology that is
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an advancement in semiconductor technology or is derived therefrom, naturally, the other technology may be used to
carry out the integration of functional blocks. The application and so forth of biotechnology is also a possibility.

Claims

1. A phased array transmission device (100) comprising:

a plurality of transmission branches (11-1 to 11-m), each provided with a phase shifter (12-1) configured to
apply a phase rotation to a baseband signal,
a first DC offset corrector (13-1) configured to perform a DC offset correction by adding a first correction value
to an output signal of the phase shifter, and
a mixer (14-1) configured to subject an output signal of the first DC offset corrector to a frequency conversion
to a high frequency band; and
a correction controller (20) configured to calculate a second correction value with which a carrier leak component
included in an output signal of the mixer is minimized, for each of a plurality of candidates for a phase rotation
amount that is set for the phase rotation, and configured to determine the first correction value on the basis of
the second correction value.

2. The phased array transmission device according to claim 1, wherein the correction controller is configured to de-
termine the first correction value for removing a DC offset that occurs at the mixer.

3. The phased array transmission device according to claim 1, wherein the transmission branches are provided with
a second DC offset corrector (21-1) configured to add a third correction value to the baseband signal from prior to
the phase rotation, and
the correction controller is configured to determine the third correction value on the basis of the plurality of candidates.

4. The phased array transmission device according to claim 3, wherein the correction controller is configured to de-
termine the third correction value for removing a DC offset that occurs at a stage prior to the phase shifter.

5. The phased array transmission device according to claim 1, wherein the plurality of candidates θn for the phase
rotation amount are expressed by the equation below, 

(where n = 0, 1, ..., N -1; N is an integer that is equal to or greater than 2; and θa is an arbitrary phase).

6. The phased array transmission device according to claim 5, wherein N = 2.

7. The phased array transmission device according to claim 1, wherein the transmission branches are provided with:

a power amplifier (15-1) configured to amplify, to a predetermined power, a signal that is output from the mixer;
and
a transmission antenna (17-1) configured to transmit, as a radio signal, a signal that is output from the power
amplifier.

8. The phased array transmission device according to claim 1, wherein the plurality of transmission branches are each
provided with
a second DC offset corrector (21-1) configured to perform the DC offset correction by adding a third correction value
to a baseband signal,
wherein the phase shifter is configured to apply the phase rotation to an output signal of the second DC offset corrector;
and a detector (31-1) configured to detect, using the baseband signal from prior to the phase rotation, a first DC
offset that occurs at a stage prior to the phase shifter; and wherein the correction controller is configured to determine
the third correction value on the basis of the first DC offset.

9. The phased array transmission device according to claim 8, wherein the correction controller is configured to de-
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termine the first correction value for removing a second DC offset that occurs at the mixer, after the second DC
offset corrector has performed the DC offset correction using the third correction value.

10. The phased array transmission device according to claim 8, wherein the transmission branches are provided with:

a power amplifier (15-1) configured to amplify, to a predetermined power, a signal that is output from the mixer;
and
a transmission antenna (17-1) configured to transmit, as a radio signal, a signal that is output from the power
amplifier.

11. A carrier leak correction method including:

phase shifting in which a phase rotation is applied to a baseband signal;
DC offset correcting in which a first correction value is added to an output signal of the phase shifting;
converting in which an output signal of the DC offset correcting is subjected to a frequency conversion to a high
frequency band; and
correction controlling in which a second correction value with which a carrier leak component included in an
output signal of the converting is minimized, is calculated for each of a plurality of candidates for a phase rotation
amount that is set for the phase rotation, and the first correction value is determined on the basis of the second
correction value.

12. The carrier leak correction method according to claim 11, including:

first DC offset correcting in which a third correction value is added to a baseband signal;
the phase shifting in which a phase rotation is applied to an output signal of the first DC offset correcting;
second DC offset correcting in which the first correction value is added to the output signal of the phase shifting;
the converting in which the output signal of the second DC offset correcting is subjected to the frequency
conversion to the high frequency band;
detecting in which a first DC offset that occurs at a stage prior to the phase shifting is detected using the baseband
signal from prior to the phase rotation; and
correction controlling in which the third correction value is determined on the basis of the first DC offset.

13. The carrier leak correction method, according to any claims 11 or 12, including
while a DC offset correcting is being performed in at least one of transmission branches from among the plurality
of transmission branches, putting a power source for power amplifiers of other transmission branches for which the
DC offset correction is not being performed into an on state or off state.

Patentansprüche

1. Phasengesteuerte Übertragungsvorrichtung (100), die umfasst:

eine Vielzahl von Übertragungszweigen (11-1 bis 11-m), die jeweils mit einem Phasenverschieber (12-1) be-
reitgestellt werden, der konfiguriert ist, um eine Phasendrehung auf ein Basisbandsignal anzuwenden,
eine erste Gleichstromversatzkorrektureinrichtung (13-1), die konfiguriert ist, um eine Gleichstromversatzkor-
rektur durch Hinzufügen eines ersten Korrekturwertes zu einem Ausgangssignal des Phasenverschiebers durch-
zuführen, und
einen Mischer (14-1), der konfiguriert ist, um ein Ausgangssignal der ersten Gleichstromversatzkorrekturein-
richtung einer Frequenzumwandlung auf ein Hochfrequenzband zu unterziehen; und
eine Korrektursteuerung (20), die konfiguriert ist, um einen zweiten Korrekturwert, mit dem eine in einem Aus-
gangssignal des Mischers enthaltene Trägerleckkomponente minimiert wird, für jeden aus der Vielzahl von
Kandidaten für einen für die Phasendrehung eingestellten Phasendrehungsumfang zu berechnen und der kon-
figuriert ist, um den ersten Korrekturwert auf der Basis des zweiten Korrekturwertes zu bestimmen.

2. Phasengesteuerte Übertragungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Korrektursteuerung konfiguriert ist, um
den ersten Korrekturwert zum Entfernen eines Gleichstromversatzes zu bestimmen, der am Mischer auftritt.

3. Phasengesteuerte Übertragungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Übertragungszweige mit einer zweiten
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Gleichstromversatzkorrektureinrichtung (21-1) bereitgestellt werden, die konfiguriert ist, um einen dritten Korrektur-
wert dem Basisbandsignal von vor der Phasendrehung hinzuzufügen, und
die Korrektursteuerung konfiguriert ist, um den dritten Korrekturwert auf der Basis der Vielzahl von Kandidaten zu
bestimmen.

4. Phasengesteuerte Übertragungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Korrektursteuerung konfiguriert ist, um
den dritten Korrekturwert zum Entfernen eines Gleichstromversatzes zu bestimmen, der in einer Stufe vor dem
Phasenverschieber auftritt.

5. Phasengesteuerte Übertragungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Vielzahl der Kandidaten Θn für den Pha-
sendrehungsumfang durch die nachstehende Gleichung ausgedrückt wird, 

(wobei n = 0, 1, ... , N -1; N eine ganze Zahl ist, die gleich oder größer ist als 2; und Θa eine willkürliche Phase ist).

6. Phasengesteuerte Übertragungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, wobei N = 2 ist.

7. Phasengesteuerte Übertragungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Übertragungszweige bereitgestellt werden
mit:

einem Leistungsverstärker (15-1), der konfiguriert ist, um ein vom Mischer ausgegebenes Signal auf eine vor-
gegebene Leistung zu verstärken; und
eine Sendeantenne (17-1), die konfiguriert ist, um als Funksignal ein Signal zu senden, das vom Leistungsver-
stärker ausgegeben wird.

8. Phasengesteuerte Übertragungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Vielzahl von Sendezweigen jeweils
mit einer zweiten Gleichstromversatzkorrektureinrichtung (21-1), die konfiguriert ist, um die Gleichstromversatzkor-
rektur durch Hinzufügen eines dritten Korrekturwertes zu einem Basisbandsignal durchzuführen, wobei der Pha-
senverschieber konfiguriert ist, um die Phasendrehung auf ein Ausgangssignal der zweiten Gleichstromversatzkor-
rektureinrichtung anzuwenden;
und einem Detektor (31-1) bereitgestellt wird, der konfiguriert ist, um mittels des Basisbandsignals von vor der
Phasendrehung einen ersten Gleichstromversatz zu detektieren, der in einer Stufe vor dem Phasenverschieber
auftritt; und
wobei die Korrektursteuerung konfiguriert ist, um den dritten Korrekturwert auf der Basis des ersten Gleichstrom-
versatzes zu bestimmen.

9. Phasengesteuerte Übertragungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, wobei die Korrektursteuerung konfiguriert ist, um
den ersten Korrekturwert zum Entfernen eines zweiten am Mischer auftretenden Gleichstromversatzes zu bestim-
men, nachdem die zweite Gleichstromversatzkorrektureinrichtung die Gleichstromversatzkorrektur mittels des drit-
ten Korrekturwertes durchgeführt hat.

10. Phasengesteuerte Übertragungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, wobei die Übertragungszweige bereitgestellt werden
mit:

einem Leistungsverstärker (15-1), der konfiguriert ist, um ein von dem Mischer ausgegebenes Signal auf eine
vorgegebene Leistung zu verstärken; und
eine Sendeantenne (17-1), die konfiguriert ist, um ein Signal als ein Funksignal zu übertragen, das vom Leis-
tungsverstärker ausgegeben wird.

11. Trägerleckkorrekturverfahren, das aufweist:

Phasenverschiebung, bei der eine Phasendrehung auf ein Basisbandsignal angewendet wird;
Gleichstromversatzkorrektur, bei der ein erster Korrekturwert zu einem Ausgangssignal der Phasenverschie-
bung hinzugefügt wird;
Umwandlung, bei der ein Ausgangssignal der Gleichstromversatzkorrektur einer Frequenzumwandlung auf ein
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Hochfrequenzband unterzogen wird; und
Korrektursteuerung, bei der ein zweiter Korrekturwert, mit dem eine in einem Ausgangssignal des Mischers
enthaltene Trägerleckkomponente minimiert wird, für jeden aus der Vielzahl von Kandidaten für einen für die
Phasendrehung eingestellten Phasendrehungsumfang berechnet wird, wobei der erste Korrekturwert auf der
Basis des zweiten Korrekturwertes bestimmt wird.

12. Trägerleckkorrekturverfahren nach Anspruch 11, das aufweist:

eine erste Gleichstromversatzkorrektur, bei der ein dritter Korrekturwert zu einem Basisbandsignal hinzugefügt
wird;
die Phasenverschiebung, bei der eine Phasendrehung auf ein Ausgangssignal der ersten Gleichstromversatz-
korrektur angewendet wird;
eine zweite Gleichstromversatzkorrektur, bei der der erste Korrekturwert zu dem Ausgangssignal der Phasen-
verschiebung hinzugefügt wird;
die Umwandlung, bei der das Ausgangssignal der zweiten Gleichstromversatzkorrektur der Frequenzumwand-
lung auf das Hochfrequenzband unterzogen wird;
Detektierung, bei der ein erster Gleichstromversatz, der auf einer Stufe vor der Phasenverschiebung auftritt,
mittels des Basisbandsignals von vor der Phasendrehung detektiert wird; und
Korrektursteuerung, bei der der dritte Korrekturwert auf der Basis des ersten Gleichstromversatzes bestimmt
wird.

13. Trägerleckkorrekturverfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 11 oder 12, das,
während eine Gleichstromversatzkorrektur in wenigstens einem der Übertragungszweige aus der Vielzahl von Über-
tragungszweigen durchgeführt wird, das Stellen einer Leistungsquelle für Leistungsverstärker anderer Übertra-
gungszweige, für die die Gleichstromversatzkorrektur nicht durchgeführt wird, in einen Ein-Zustand oder Aus-Zu-
stand aufweist.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de transmission réseau à commande de phase (100) comprenant :

une pluralité de branches de transmission (11-1 à 11-m), chacune munie d’un déphaseur (12-1) configuré pour
appliquer une rotation de phase à un signal en bande de base,
un premier correcteur de décalage DC (13-1) configuré pour effectuer une correction de décalage DC en ajoutant
une première valeur de correction à un signal de sortie du déphaseur, et
un mélangeur (14-1) configuré pour soumettre un signal de sortie du premier correcteur de décalage DC à une
conversion de fréquence en une bande haute fréquence ; et
un dispositif de commande de correction (20) configuré pour calculer une deuxième valeur de correction à l’aide
de laquelle une composante de fuite de porteuse incluse dans un signal de sortie du mélangeur est minimisée,
pour chacun d’une pluralité de candidats à une quantité de rotation de phase qui est établie pour la rotation de
phase, et configuré pour déterminer la première valeur de correction sur la base de la deuxième valeur de
correction.

2. Dispositif de transmission réseau à commande de phase selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le dispositif de
commande de correction est configuré pour déterminer la première valeur de correction pour supprimer un décalage
DC qui se produit au niveau du mélangeur.

3. Dispositif de transmission réseau à commande de phase selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les branches de
transmission sont munies d’un second correcteur de décalage DC (21-1) configuré pour ajouter une troisième valeur
de correction au signal en bande de base avant la rotation de phase, et
le dispositif de commande de correction est configuré pour déterminer la troisième valeur de correction sur la base
de la pluralité de candidats.

4. Dispositif de transmission réseau à commande de phase selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le dispositif de
commande de correction est configuré pour déterminer la troisième valeur de correction pour supprimer un décalage
DC qui se produit à un stade antérieur au déphaseur.
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5. Dispositif de transmission réseau à commande de phase selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la pluralité de candidats
θn à la quantité de rotation de phase sont exprimés par l’équation ci-dessous, 

(où n = 0, 1, ..., N-1 ; N est un nombre entier qui est égal ou supérieur à 2 ; et θa est une phase arbitraire).

6. Dispositif de transmission réseau à commande de phase selon la revendication 5, dans lequel N = 2.

7. Dispositif de transmission réseau à commande de phase selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les branches de
transmission sont munies de :

un amplificateur de puissance (15-1) configuré pour amplifier, jusqu’à une puissance prédéterminée, un signal
qui est délivré en sortie par le mélangeur ; et
une antenne de transmission (17-1) configurée pour transmettre, sous forme d’un signal radio, un signal qui
est délivré en sortie par l’amplificateur de puissance.

8. Dispositif de transmission réseau à commande de phase selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
la pluralité de branches de transmission sont chacune munies de un second correcteur de décalage DC (21-1)
configuré pour effectuer la correction de décalage DC en ajoutant une troisième valeur de correction à un signal en
bande de base,
dans lequel le déphaseur est configuré pour appliquer la rotation de phase à un signal de sortie du second correcteur
de décalage DC ;
et un détecteur (31-1) configuré pour détecter, en utilisant le signal en bande de base provenant d’avant la rotation
de phase, un premier décalage DC qui se produit à un stade antérieur au déphaseur ; et
dans lequel le dispositif de commande de correction est configuré pour déterminer la troisième valeur de correction
sur la base du premier décalage DC.

9. Dispositif de transmission réseau à commande de phase selon la revendication 8, dans lequel le dispositif de
commande de correction est configuré pour déterminer la première valeur de correction pour supprimer un second
décalage DC qui se produit au niveau du mélangeur, après que le second correcteur de décalage DC a effectué la
correction de décalage DC en utilisant la troisième valeur de correction.

10. Dispositif de transmission réseau à commande de phase selon la revendication 8, dans lequel les branches de
transmission sont munies de :

un amplificateur de puissance (15-1) configuré pour amplifier, jusqu’à une puissance prédéterminée, un signal
qui est délivré en sortie par le mélangeur ; et
une antenne de transmission (17-1) configurée pour transmettre, sous forme d’un signal radio, un signal qui
est délivré en sortie par l’amplificateur de puissance.

11. Procédé de correction de fuite de porteuse comprenant :

un déphasage dans lequel une rotation de phase est appliquée à un signal en bande de base ;
une correction de décalage DC dans laquelle une première valeur de correction est ajoutée à un signal de sortie
du déphasage ;
une conversion dans laquelle un signal de sortie de la correction de décalage DC est soumis à une conversion
de fréquence en une bande haute fréquence ; et
une commande de correction dans laquelle une deuxième valeur de correction avec laquelle une composante
de fuite de porteuse incluse dans un signal de sortie de la conversion est minimisée, est calculée pour chacun
d’une pluralité de candidats à une quantité de rotation de phase qui est établie pour la rotation de phase, et la
première valeur de correction est déterminée sur la base de la deuxième valeur de correction.

12. Procédé de correction de fuite de porteuse selon la revendication 11, comprenant :

une première correction de décalage DC dans laquelle une troisième valeur de correction est ajoutée à un
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signal en bande de base ;
le déphasage dans lequel une rotation de phase est appliquée à un signal de sortie de la première correction
de décalage DC ;
une seconde correction de décalage DC dans laquelle la première valeur de correction est ajoutée au signal
de sortie du déphasage ;
la conversion dans laquelle le signal de sortie de la seconde correction de décalage DC est soumis à la conversion
de fréquence en la bande haute fréquence ;
la détection dans laquelle un premier décalage DC qui se produit à un stade antérieur au déphasage est détecté
en utilisant le signal en bande de base provenant d’avant la rotation de phase ; et
la commande de correction dans laquelle la troisième valeur de correction est déterminée sur la base du premier
décalage DC.

13. Procédé de correction de fuite de porteuse, selon l’une quelconque des revendications 11 ou 12, comprenant
alors qu’une correction de décalage DC est effectuée dans au moins l’une de branches de transmission parmi la
pluralité de branches de transmission, la mise d’une source de puissance pour des amplificateurs de puissance
d’autres branches de transmission pour lesquelles la correction de décalage DC n’est pas effectuée dans un état
passant ou un état bloqué.
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